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BULLSHEET BESTIARY Ellie Schrader, 
Cryptozoologist 

CLASSIFICATION: BITERS
“MISS BELLA”

Latin name: Domina Bella
Attributes: Extremely violent and territorial. Will always 
attack unprovoked. Small bow holds tremendous amounts of 
energy and power. Perpetually soggy chin fur from venomous 
secretion production. Bite force of 5,060 psi.
Description: The only of her kind to be recorded, Miss Bella 
is not to be engaged with, even from afar. So much as gazing 
in her direction will be considered an invitation to attack. She 
is a lonesome beast who seeks neither mate nor master, only 
vengeance, and has caused the deaths of many men.

CLASSIFICATION: GUYS

“GUS”
Latin name: Turpis Gus
Attributes: Omits an odor that smells like a combination of Fritos and 
rotten meat.
Description: Perpetually disgusted with everything including itself, Gi 
(plural) hate to be looked at as much as you hate looking at them. 

“BIG CHOWDER”
Latin name: Chowder magnus
Attributes: Just likes to have fun once in awhile. 
Description: Great at cracking jokes and relaxing. 

“SMALL CHOWDER”
Latin name:  Chowder minor
Attributes: Over thinks everything down to the most minute detail. 
Constant anxiety is only treatable with high levels of Prozac.
Description: Small Chowders’ worries will never allow them to rest, 
making them excellent guards if domesticated. 
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CLASSIFICATION: ELVEN

“LONG JOHN SILVER”
Latin name: Ioannes longus Argenteus
Attributes: Extremely docile but elusive creatures. Easily domesticated 
but rare to encounter in the wild.
Description: Many regard the Long John Silver as a sort of woodland 
spirit. They are magnificent creatures who offer good fortune and protec-
tion to all who find them. Due to habitat loss and domestication, the wild 
Long John Silver is considered an endangered species protected under 
federal law. 
 

“FRANCISCO JAMES”
Latin name: Francisco James
Attributes: Very cool and suave. Big brown 
eyes that make you want to cry.
Description: Little is known about the Fran-
cisco James aside from their incredibly stylish  
signature quaffs. 

“PIPPIN’”
Latin name: Pippinum
Attributes: Will give it all up for the fighting crown. What resem-
ble boxing gloves are in fact anatomically attached to the body.
Description: Pippins are fighters. They have no moral qualms 
when it comes to defeating their opponent in the ring. This com-
bined with their pack mentality makes them especially frightful 
creatures to encounter . A lone Pippin is less likely to attack unpro-
voked, but in a pack will fight to defend their territory and honor.

“BABY-BABY”
Latin name: Infantem infantem
Attributes: So small you could just eat them. Probably the cutest one of all 
the land. Whispers lots of secrets that may or may not be true.
Description: The Baby-Baby is an ultimately harmless but incredibly 
mischievous species, exemplified by the fact they were long regarded as 
mythological creatures until recent discovery (they were playing a very 
long game of hide-and-seek.) 


